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With the development of industrial production, drive systems are demanded for larger inertias of motors and load machines, whereas shafts should be lightweight. In this situation, it will excite mechanical vibrations in load side, which is harmful for industrial production when the motor works. Because of the complexity of the flexible shaft, it is often difficult to calculate stiffness coefficient of the flexible shaft. Furthermore, only the velocity of driving side could be measured, whereas the driving torque, the load torque, and the velocity of load side are immeasurable. Therefore, it is inconvenient to design the controller for the uncertain system. In this paper, a low-order IP controller is designed for an uncertain two-mass torsional system based on polynomial method and time-frequency analysis (TFA). IP controller parameters are calculated by inertias of driving side and load side as well as the resonant frequency based on polynomial method. Therein, the resonant frequency is identified using the time-frequency analysis (TFA) of the velocity step response of the driving side under the open-loop system state, which cannot only avoid harmful persistent start-stop excitation signal of the traditional method, but also obtain high recognition accuracy under the condition of weak vibration signal submerged in noise. The effectiveness of the designed IP controller is verified by groups of experiments. Experimental results show that good performance for vibration suppression is obtained for uncertain two-mass torsional system in a medium-low shaft stiffness condition.

1. Introduction

Drive systems have a pivotal position in the field of modern industry including robots, rolling mills, textile, or paper machines [1]. Most of these systems can be reduced to a model whose motor and load machine are connecting through a shaft. With the increasing levels of industrial production, these systems are demanded for larger inertias of motors and load machines, whereas shafts should be lightweight. In this case, the model is turned into a two-mass torsional system, as the shafts could no longer be regarded as rigid. Excessive shaft twists will be generated easily when the motor has just been started and exciting mechanical vibrations not only are affecting the performance of drive systems greatly, but also are able to lead to instability of the entire drive system [2].

On the other hand, for these industrial drive systems, usually the velocity of driving side can be measured, whereas the driving torque, the load torque, and the velocity of load side are immeasurable [3]. In this case, torsional vibrations of the load side must be suppressed by only using the velocity feedback of the driving side, such as using PI speed controller and additional feedback [4], H∞ feedback controller and IP-position controller [5], neural network speed controller [6], and controllers based on polynomial method [7]. Herein, low-order IP controllers occupied an important position in engineering application due to the characteristics of simple structure, convenient parameters calculation, and easy application. However, the system models are generally considered to be known when controllers are designed and flexible shaft stiffness and resonant frequency of the system are given directly in the parameter list, or the resonance frequency is obtained by drawing the Bode plot based on certain open-loop system model [4–6].

According to the actual engineering applications, like rolling machines, machine tools, injection molding machines, and other mechanical systems using flexible...
connection, the resonant frequency of the system is difficult to measure due to the unknown stiffness coefficient of the flexible shaft that makes the system uncertain. Therefore, it is inconvenient to design the controller with the unknown resonant frequency of the system, especially only with the measured driving side velocity.

To solve this problem, many studies of frequency identification had been implemented: the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is one of the most widely used and well-established methods for frequency domain analysis. Nonetheless, owing to the characteristic of the velocity step response of drive side in which tiny vibration is submerged in noise, using the FFT cannot identify the resonance frequency definitely. Meanwhile, frequency response of the system can be obtained by using Welch-Method in current and speed signal with Pseudo-Random Binary Signals (PRBS) excitation [8, 9], the measured frequency response functions (FRFs) of drive-side and load-side velocities with Random Binary Signal (RBS) excitation [10]. Nevertheless, regardless of whether the excitation signal is PRBS or RBS, persistent start-stop excitation will do more harm to the system than using step signal.

In this paper, a low-order IP controller is designed based on polynomial method for uncertain two-mass torsional system. Parameters of IP controller are calculated by inertias of driving side and load side as well as the resonant frequency. Therein, owing to the uncertain system, the resonant frequency of the system as a necessary parameter for calculating IP controller parameters is recognized by using time-frequency analysis (TFA) and the conducted signal is only the velocity step response of the drive side. The effectiveness of designed IP controller is verified by groups of experiments. Experiment results show that the vibrations of the load side are well suppressed.

This paper is outlined as follows. The experimental set-up and modeling of the two-mass system are introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, the design method of IP controller for the uncertain system is briefly implemented, while it emphasizes identifying the resonant frequency of the system especially only with the measured driving side velocity. Groups of experiments are conducted in Section 4. Experiments verify that, with this approach, vibrations of the load side are suppressed very well. Finally, conclusions and future work are given in Section 5.

2. Experimental Set-Up and Modeling of the Two-Mass System

2.1. Experimental Set-Up. The experimental platform is shown in Figure 1. The test platform is controlled by the control programs which are written in AS 3.0.90 (B&R Automation Studio) on a personal computer (PC). A voltage regulator module (VRM) is used to actuate the direct current (DC) brush motor. A mass which is rigidly connected with the motor (after a planetary gear reducer) can be seen as the drive side. The drive side and load side of the system are coupled by a spring as the flexible shaft. There are two same-type encoders attached to the drive side and the load side, respectively. The resolution ratio of each encoder is 4000 pulses/rev. The drive-side encoder is used to carry out the feedback control and to gain the velocity of the drive side for identifying the resonance frequency. The performance of IP controller is reflected by the velocity of load side, which is collected by the load-side encoder. All the experiments are implemented under the sampling time of 10 ms. The structure of the whole experimental system is shown in Figure 2.

2.2. Modeling of the Two-Mass System. The model of the two-mass system can be abstracted as in Figure 3. The damping has been omitted. The following formulas can be listed according to the dynamic theory:

\[ T_s = K_s \cdot \int (\omega_m - \omega_l) \]
\[ T_m + T_s = d\omega_m \cdot J_m \]
\[ T_l - T_s = d\omega_l \cdot J_l. \]  

(1)

\( J_m, J_l \) are inertias of the drive side (including the drive motor) and the load side, respectively

\( T_m, T_l \) are torques of the drive side and the load side, respectively

\( \omega_m, \omega_l \) are velocities of the drive side and the load side, respectively

\( T_s \) is torque generated by the shaft during rotation

\( K_s \) is spring coefficient.

According to (1), the block diagram of the system can be drawn as in Figure 4.
From the block diagram, the transfer function between $T_m$ and $\omega_m$ can be written as

$$P(s) = \frac{s^2 + \omega_{\text{res}}^2}{J_m s (s^2 + \omega_{\text{ares}}^2)},$$

where $\omega_{\text{res}}$ and $\omega_{\text{ares}}$ are the resonance frequency and antiresonance frequency, respectively.

$$\omega_{\text{res}} = \sqrt{\frac{K_s (J_m + J_l)}{J_m J_l}},$$

$$\omega_{\text{ares}} = \sqrt{\frac{K_s}{J_l}},$$

$$\omega_{\text{ares}} = \sqrt{q \omega_{\text{res}}},$$

$$q = \frac{J_m}{J_m + J_l}.$$

$q$ is defined as the inertia ratio as shown in (6).

For a generalized discussion, (2) can be standardized by replacing the complex variable $s$ with $s^* = s/\omega_{\text{ares}}$.

$$P(s^*) = \frac{q (s^{*2} + 1)}{J_m \omega_{\text{ares}} (qs^{*3} + s^*)}.$$  

(7)

For the sake of simplicity, the standardized two-mass system transfer function can be taken as

$$P_n(s^*) = \frac{s^{*2} + 1}{qs^{*3} + s^*}.$$  

(8)

3. IP Controller Design

3.1. IP Controller Design. The block diagram of the closed-loop system with IP feedback controller is shown in Figure 5. The closed-loop system transfer function can be derived from the block diagram.

$$G_n(s^*) = \frac{K_p^* (s^{*2} + 1)}{qs^{*4} + (1 + K_i^*) s^{*5} + K_p^* s^* + K_i^*}.$$  

(9)

Comparing (7) and (8), IP controller parameters $K_p, K_i$ can be derived as

$$K_p = \frac{K_p^* J_m \omega_{\text{ares}}}{q},$$

$$K_i = \frac{K_i^* J_m \omega_{\text{ares}}^2}{q},$$

(10)

where $K_p^*, K_i^*$ are the standardized controller parameters. By substituting (5) into (10), IP controller parameters $K_p, K_i$ can be rewritten as

$$K_p = \frac{K_p^* J_m \omega_{\text{res}}}{\sqrt{q}},$$

$$K_i = \frac{K_i^* J_m \omega_{\text{res}}^2}{\sqrt{q}}.$$  

(11)
According to [11, 12], IP controller is applied when inertia ratio \( q < 1/3 \) and \( K_p^*, K_i^* \) can be selected as follows in order to have a good performance with sufficient damping provided:

\[
K_p^* = \frac{4}{5\sqrt{2}}, \\
K_i^* = \frac{1}{4}.
\] (12)

From (11), the inertias of drive side (including the drive motor) and load side as well as the resonance frequency are needed to calculate IP controller parameters. The inertias can be obtained by conventional calculating or 3D modeling software.

3.2. Identification of the Resonance Frequency. As mentioned in Section 1, for a two-mass torsional system, usually the velocity of the drive side can be measured. So, vibration suppression of the load side is only able to use the velocity feedback of the driving side. The velocity step responses of the drive side and the load side are given in Figures 6(a) and 6(b). Using the FFT to identify them is attempted and their results are given in Figures 6(c) and 6(d), respectively. According to the results, it is obvious that only the FFT can identify the resonance frequency from the velocity step responses of the load side (shown in Figure 6(d)). While for the drive-side velocity, it just does not have any effect (shown in Figure 6(c)). In this case, for the system in which only the drive-side velocity can be measured, the FFT does not apply to resonance frequency analysis. So, a more efficient analytical method is needed.

Because of the tiny vibration of the velocity step response of the drive side (shown in Figure 6(a)), time-frequency analysis (TFA) is used for obtaining the resonance frequency of the system by revealing the energy size of drive-side velocity in each time period. One of the most popular methods of TFA is the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) [13]. When the STFT is used, it is considered that a certain width of window sliding in the nonstationary signal is assumed to be piecewise stationary. The signal intercepted by the window is processed by the traditional Fourier transform [14]. The discrete form of STFT is able to be obtained by using the time-frequency grid point \((m\Delta t, n\Delta f)\) of equal interval sampling the signal \(z(k\Delta t)\).

The signal \(z(k\Delta t)\) is represented by the velocity response of the drive side, as shown in Figure 6(a):

\[
\text{STFT}_z \left( m \Delta t, n \Delta f \right) = \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} z \left( k \Delta t \right) \eta \left[ \left( m - k \right) \Delta t \right] e^{-j2\pi \left(n \Delta f \right) k \Delta t} \Delta t.
\] (13)

\(m\Delta t\) is time point
\(n\Delta f\) is frequency point
\(\Delta t\) is sampling interval of the time variable
\(\Delta f\) is sampling interval of the frequency variable
\(\eta(\Delta t)\) is time window function.

It is important to choose a suitable window function for the STFT to play the best performance [15]. The narrower the main-lobe of the window, the higher the frequency resolution that can be got and the faster the attenuation of the side-lobe of the window, the less the energy leakage. Considering the signal obtained from the velocity of drive side, whose resonance point is concerned but not energy size, the Hanning-window is selected because of its characteristic of less energy leakage and better frequency resolution.

Velocity step response of the drive side as the test signal is processed by using Hanning-window in MATLAB. According to the experimental data, for example, as in Figure 6(a), the sampling frequency is set as 100 Hz (equivalent to \(\Delta t = 10\) ms in (13)) and sampling as 30 s. In this case, tiny vibration is shown in the first 500 data points out of 3000 data points \((k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, 2999)\). The window width \(m\) is set as 512 considering the length of the vibration signal and an optimal frequency resolution. On this basis, the overlapping width between each two windows is set as 500 in order to have a better time aggregation [12]. So, the time-frequency spectrum can be obtained as shown in Figure 7. There are two obvious yellow lines in Figure 7. The long yellow line (around 7 Hz) stands for the system backlash which is formed by the connecting way of spring and load. The short one (around 1.9 Hz) represents the resonant frequency which is marked in Figure 7. Comparing Figure 7 with the FFT result of the loads for the load-side velocity (shown in Figure 6(d)), it is testified that the STFT can effectively extract the resonance frequency from the velocity step responses of the drive side.

4. Experiment Results

To verify the validity of the method, experiments are carried out on the experimental platform. For the sake of simplicity, only the drive side inertia, the load side inertia, and the spring coefficient are adjustable. There are three kinds of weight of masses. Their inertias as well as other components are shown in Table 1. The equivalent inertias of drive side \(J_m\) and load side \(J_l\) can be calculated as follows:

\[
J_m = J_{m1} + J_{m2} + J_{m3} + J_{\text{mass}}, \\
J_l = J_{m3} + J_{\text{mass}}.
\] (14)
Figure 6: The velocity step responses of the drive side and the load side as well as their results of the FFT: (a) velocity step response of drive side, (b) velocity step response of load side, (c) FFT result of velocity step response of drive side, and (d) FFT result of velocity step response of load side.

Table 1: Inertias of DC motor, coupler, stiff shaft, and three masses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Inertia (×10^{-6} kg·m²)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J_{m1}</td>
<td>1.361</td>
<td>Inertia of the DC motor with a reducer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J_{m2}</td>
<td>0.562</td>
<td>Inertia of the coupler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J_{m3}</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>Inertia of the stiff shaft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J_{mass}</td>
<td></td>
<td>Inertias of masses. J_{mass} stands for any one of the three inertias</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Various sizes of the springs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Wire diameter * outside diameter (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>0.8 * 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>1 * 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>1 * 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>1.2 * 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Time-frequency spectrum of the drive-side velocity using the STFT.

There are four springs of stainless steel with different sizes used in experiments to verify the applicability of this method. The sizes of springs are given in Table 2. The stiffness of springs are arrayed from small to large. The first experiment is to determine the inertia ratio \( q = 0.285 \), by changing the different types of springs to verify the feasibility of the method mentioned in Section 3.

The time-frequency spectra of the velocity of drive side with different springs are given in Figure 8. Referring to Figure 8, resonant frequencies are marked by red arrows with different springs and IP controller parameters \( K_p; K_i \) can be calculated by (11). Calculation results of IP controller parameters \( K_p; K_i \) are given in the caption of Figure 9. The experimental velocity responses of both drive side and load side are shown in Figure 9. In the process of experiments, the stiffness of springs always remains unknown. Only the velocity response of the drive side is used when extracting
Figure 8: The time-frequency spectra of the velocity of drive side with different springs \((q = 0.285)\): (a) spring 1, (b) spring 2, (c) spring 3, and (d) spring 4.

Figure 9: The experimental velocity responses of load side with different springs \((q = 0.285)\): (a) spring 1, \(K_p = 0.0175, K_i = 1.5771\); (b) spring 2, \(K_p = 0.0276, K_i = 3.9537\); (c) spring 3, \(K_p = 0.032, K_i = 5.3\); (d) spring 4, \(K_p = 0.0393, K_i = 7.984\).
Figure 10: The experimental velocity responses of load side with different springs ($q = 0.290$): (a) spring 1, $K_p = 0.0093$, $K_i = 1.1943$; (b) spring 2, $K_p = 0.0163$, $K_i = 3.7193$; (c) spring 3, $K_p = 0.0276$, $K_i = 4.7772$; (d) spring 4, $K_p = 0.0397$, $K_i = 9.922$.

Table 3: The combination of masses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drive side</th>
<th>Load side</th>
<th>Inertia ratio $q$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass 2</td>
<td>Mass 3</td>
<td>0.285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass 1</td>
<td>Mass 2</td>
<td>0.290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass 1</td>
<td>Mass 3</td>
<td>0.131</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the resonant frequency by STFT. Experimental results show nonovershoot in Figure 9. The velocity response of the load side which is sampled by a load-side encoder is almost overlapping together with the velocity response of the drive side. Nevertheless, there are still tiny vibrations when the motor is started due to the low stiffness of the springs as shown in Figures 9(a) and 9(b).

Other experiments are also conducted by changing inertia ratio $q$ and repeating the above steps. The inertia ratio $q$ can be altered by changing the mass on the drive and load sides. In order to satisfy the condition that inertia ratio $q < 1/3$, three kinds of combinations can be permitted and inertia ratio $q$ is calculated, respectively, which are given in Table 3. The results are shown in Figures 10, 11, and 12. Although tiny vibrations exist when the motor just starts in the 5 s (shown in Figures 10(a), 10(b), 11(a), and 11(b)), the IP controller designed in the case of system uncertainty still shows a good performance with controller parameters designed by using the STFT. Nonovershoot is still performed and the velocity response of the load side follows up the velocity response of the drive side very well. Even then, one experiment result (shown in Figure 12) is not as expected. Because of the high shaft stiffness, the speed of vibration attenuation of the load side response is very fast (shown in Figure 12(a)). The STFT is not able to analyze the resonance frequency of the system because the vibration signal is covered by window width (shown in Figure 12(b)).

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, a low-order IP controller of the two-mass system with model uncertainty has been designed for vibration suppression. The controller is designed based on polynomial method. Parameters of IP controller are calculated by inertias of drive side and load side as well as the resonant frequency. In case the shaft stiffness coefficient is unknown, the resonant frequency of the system is identified by using STFT in velocity step response of the drive side under the open-loop system. The effectiveness of this method is verified through three groups of experiments by changing the inertia ratio $q$. Referring to experimental results, the designed IP controller shows good performance for vibration suppression. However, when the shaft stiffness is high, the speed of vibration attenuation of the load side response is very fast (shown in Figure 12(a)). The STFT is not able to analyze the resonance frequency of the system because the vibration signal is covered by window...
Figure 11: The experimental velocity responses of load side with different springs ($q = 0.131$): (a) spring 1, $K_p = 0.0089$, $K_i = 0.5$; (b) spring 2, $K_p = 0.0138$, $K_i = 1.1943$; (c) spring 3, $K_p = 0.0162$, $K_i = 1.653$.

Figure 12: (a) Velocity response of the drive side and the load side when $q = 0.131$ and spring 4 are chosen. (b) The time-frequency spectra of the velocity of the drive side.

width (shown in Figure 12(b)), while shortening the window width will decrease the frequency resolution. Therefore, the controller parameters cannot be calculated in this case.

According to the phenomenon found in this paper, in order to enhance the performance of the two-mass torsional system further, future work will focus on the following aspects. (1) First one is determining the scope of the application mentioned above quantitatively. The reason why the use of STFT has a limitation is that the window width may cover the vibration signal in settling time. In this case, encoders with higher resolution can be used to obtain more data of vibration signal. Then, the frequency resolution of STFT can be improved with wider window and parameters of a two-mass torsional system with high-stiffness shaft can be identified indirectly. (2) Other TFA methods or frequency extracting methods will be considered. For example, wavelet transform (WT) is a powerful method in signal processing. The window width of WT is variable depending on the signal frequency. Therefore, its frequency-related window can improve the frequency extraction ability in two-mass torsional system with different shaft stiffness.
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